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Abstract 
A conditional knowledge base may be sometimes analyzed as a union of several pieces of 
information that are provided by independent sources. In this case, it is possible to extend 
separately each of these subbases via their rational closure, and then glue the results together 
to get a rational extension of the whole base, in which the specificity of its components is taken 
into account. The resulting inference relation is free from the undesirable and counterintuitive 
results that can be encountered in the Z-system, Lex-system or W-system. @ 1997 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
What does a conditional base entail? Since its first formulation in 1990 [9], this 
problem-how to extend a given knowledge base to a rational inference relation-has 
received several solutions. Different approaches have been proposed, each supported by 
a specific philosophy and using a particular technique. Thus, rational closure and the 
essentially equivalent system Z, maximal entropy, Lex-system and W-system each tried 
to provide a satisfactory answer to the question of what may reasonably be drawn from 
a given set of conditional assertions, each construction able to overcome a shortcoming 
of the other solutions. 
In this paper, we present a new approach to the problem, that rests on the structure 
of the given set of conditional assertions: a conditional base, as we will show, may be 
analyzed as a composite union of several subbases, each of these being provided by 
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a different (real or fictive) source. It is then possible to extend the whole given base 
by first extending each of its components, and then gluing the results together. The 
extension obtained is this way is free from several shortcomings that are encountered in 
rational closure, Lex-order system or W-system. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the notions of preferential entailment and 
rational relation, which can be found in [7] or [2]. For a better understanding, we 
briefly recall in Section 2 the construction of the rational closure of a set of conditional 
assertions. We introduce, in Section 3, the notion of compatible knowledge bases and 
show how to extend a composite knowledge base, the elements of which are provided 
by different compatible sources. The stronger notion of independence is then defined 
in Section 4, where we show that any knowledge base splits, in a unique way, into 
elementary independent subbases. These components are compatible, and it is therefore 
possible to extend the given knowledge base by the procedure defined in Section 3. 
2. Some background on rational closure 
We suppose given a conditional knowledge base K, that consists of a finite number of 
conditional assertions ai =+ pi, where Cyi and pi are elements of a propositional language 
built, through the usual truth functional connectives, over a set of atomic propositions 
that we will suppose to bejinite. A conditional CY + /? represents a piece of information 
that can be interpreted as “if (Y, then normally p’. Note that such a conditional is not 
an element of the language. The material counterpart of the conditional LY =+ p is the 
formula (Y -+ /3, equivalent to TYV/?. The material counterpart K* of a knowledge base 
K is the conjunction of the material counterparts of its conditionals. 
We wish to draw from K as much reasonable information as possible. For this pur- 
pose, we try to build a rational inference relation kVK (or simply b when there is 
no ambiguity) that will extend K, in the sense that LY k 6 should hold for all con- 
ditionals CY + /? that are in K. We recall that a rational relation is a preferential 
inference relation that satisfies the rule of Rational Monotonicity. It therefore satis- 
fies the following seven rules, where for any formula (Y, Cn(a) denotes the classical 
closure of ff. 
( 1) ReJZexivity: LY k a. 
(2) Left Logical Equivalence: if Cn( a) = Cn( p) and LY b y, then /3 b y. 
(3) Right Weakening: if ,B E Cn(a> and y k LY, then y k p. 
(4) Cut: if (Y A p b y and LY k /3, then LY i_ y. 
(5) Or: if cy b y and p k y, then (Y V p b y. 
(6) Cautious Monotonicity: if a b p and a b y, then cy A p k y. 
(7) Rational Monotonicity: if (Y b /3 and it is not the case that LY b ly, then 
CrAY FP. 
Given an inference relation b and a formula LY, it is convenient to denote by C( cu) 
the set of consequences of LY, that is the set of all formulas p such that LL k /?. We will 
use this notation and may thus refer to “the inference operation C”. 
It has been shown in [2,9] that defining a rational relation is equivalent to assigning 
a rank to every world attached to the language. To such a ranking corresponds indeed 
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one and only one rational relation k, defined by “CY i_ /3 iff j3 is satisfied by all worlds 
that satisfy (Y and are of minimal rank among the worlds that satisfy a”. 
As shown in [2], one may define b equivalently in terms of a preferential ranked 
order among the formulas of the language itself, the rank of a formula LY being taken 
to be equal to the rank of any world of minimal rank among those that satisfy (Y. Thus, 
the rational relation k may as well be defined by “a i_ /? ifs the rank of (Y is less than 
the rank of a A up’. 
Extending a given conditional knowledge base to a rational relation amounts therefore 
to defining a suitable ranking among the formulas of the language, or to defining a 
suitable ranking among the set of worlds attached to this language. A first solution to 
this extension problem was given by Lehmann and Magidor [9] and consists of the so- 
called rational closure of K. We shall focus our attention on this system. Other systems 
exist, in particular the Lex-order system, independently proposed by Lehmann [ [ 81 and 
by Benferhat et al. [ 11, the Z+-system of Goldszmidt and Pearl [6], the Z*-system 
of Goldszmidt, Morris and Pearl [5], and the W-system of the author [3]. Although 
the construction we present here may apply to some of these systems, we will, in this 
paper, restrict our attention to the Lehmann-Magidor construction, which we now briefly 
describe. 
Following [9], we say that a formula CY is exceptional for a set D of conditional 
assertions if and only if (Y is inconsistent with the material counterpart D’ of D. 
This means that any world that satisfies (Y must falsify at least one assertion of D. A 
conditional assertion (Y 3 /3 is said to be exceptional for a set D iff its antecedent cy is. 
Given the conditional base K, one defines inductively the subsets Kt ( 1 < i < n) in 
the following way: KO is taken to be equal to K and, for each index i such that Ki is not 
empty, Ki+l is the set of all conditionals cy + p of Ki whose antecedent (Y is exceptional 
for Ki. The conditional base K is assumed to be consistent: this implies that we will 
always suppose that the subsets Ki defined as above form a strictly decreasing sequence, 
with last term equal to the empty set. We will refer to this sequence as the LM-sequence. 
Once the LM-sequence has been constructed, one can write K as a disjoint finite union 
of the sets Di defined by Di = Ki - Ki+l. 
The Z-rank KZ of a formula (Y [9,10] is defined as the least integer i such that a is 
not exceptional for Ki. This provides indeed a preferential ranked order on the formulas 
of the given language, and therefore yields a rational inference relation bz. 
The corresponding Z-ranking of the set of worlds attached to the language assigns 
to every world m the least integer i such that m satisjes Ki. This ranking will also be 
denoted by KZ. 
3. Compatible knowledge bases 
3.1. The notion of compatibility 
The need of a notion that reflects the idea of irrelevance between knowledge bases 
is best understood through the following example, which is a small variation on the 
well-known Nixon diamond. 
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Adult quakers 
Let K be the knowledge base consisting of the two conditionals r + up and q + p, 
where r stands for “republicans”, q for “quakers” and p for “pacifists”. Then, as could 
be expected, none of the extensions of K given by rational closure or any of the 
systems L, W, or Z* contains the conditional r A q k p, and this is quite in agree- 
ment with our intuition: we have indeed no more reason to believe that a republican 
quaker should be a pacifist than we have reason to believe that he should be a non- 
pacifist. Now, we add to our knowledge base the piece of information consisting of 
the two conditionals q + a and a + yq (where “a” stands, say, for “adults”). Then, 
surprisingly enough, it turns out that the conditional r A q k p lies in all the exten- 
sions of K’ = K U {q =+ a; a + Tq} given by any of the above systems. In other 
words, adding to the initial knowledge base the fact that quakers are generally adults 
whilst adults are not generally quakers is sufficient to conclude, in all these systems, 
that republican quakers are pacifists. At first sight, this seems quite counterintuitive: 
indeed, the new information that is added to K concerns only the behavior of q rel- 
atively to a. It says that q’s are generally a’s, but are exceptional ones. Hence, the 
new information incorporated in the knowledge base by these two assertions reduces 
to saying that quakers normally form a small subclass of adult people, and one does 
not see why this should affect the pacifism or non-pacifism of a republican quaker, 
as the information brought through the set {q + a;a 3 Tq} seems totally irrele- 
vant to the information that may be drawn from the set {r =P ~p;q + p}. In this 
sense, it is clear that the treatment of new information of that type in the procedures 
Z, L, Z*, Z+ and W should be improved, and the aim of this paper is to provide a 
construction that avoids results which, like that of the example, may appear as undesir- 
able. 
As we noticed, the paradox of this version of Nixon diamond comes from the fact 
that we feel that the information “quakers form an exceptional subclass of adults” 
({q + a; a + 14)) is both consistent with and fairly irrelevant to the one that says that 
“quakers are pacifists, republicans are not” ({q + p; r + 7~)). Therefore one would 
expect the assertions entailed by each of these sets of conditionals to be respected by 
the other. 
To take into account a notion of irrelevance between two bases like {r + up; q + p} 
and {q =+ a; a + Tq}, we will take as a guiding thread the following intuitive idea: 
the non-dependency of two bases K and K’ should imply that any rule of K U K’ that 
is exceptional for K U K’ is either exceptional for K or is exceptional for K’. This will 
now be made more precise. 
Definition 1. Let K and K’ be two non-empty conditional knowledge bases K and K’, 
with LM-sequences (Ki) and (Ki). Then K and K’ are said to be compatible iff they 
are disjoint and any rule LY =+ p E K U K’ that is exceptional for a subset Ki U Kj is 
either exceptional for Ki or exceptional for Ki. 
For instance, the two bases {r + up; q + p} and {q + a; a =S lq} are clearly 
compatible. On the other hand, it is readily seen that the set {p + 6; b + f;p + of} 
does not split into two (non-empty) compatible subbases. 
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Let K and K’ be the Z-rankings induced by K and K’. The following observation 
shows that the compatibility of K and K’ may be tested through a simple procedure: 
Observation. Two non-empty bases K and K’ are compatible iff no formula (Y of 
Ant( K U K’) is exceptional for K,c,) U KilCa,. 
Proof. Let cy be a formula of Ant( K U K') . By definition of the Z-rank, K( cu) is the first 
index such that (Y is not exceptional for KKca). Similarly, ~‘(a) is the first index such 
that LY is not exceptional for KL,(oj. If K and K’ are compatible, (Y is not exceptional 
for K,(,) U K:,,,,. Conversely, suppose that K and K’ are not compatible. Then there 
exists indexes i, i’ such that (Y is exceptional for Ki U K,!, but cy is neither exceptional 
for Ki nor for K,!,. Since (Y is not exceptional for Ki, one has ~(a) < i, and similarly, 
~‘(a) < i’. It follows that Kt C_ K,(,) and Ki, C K:,,,,, so that (Y is exceptional for 
K K(a) U K&. 0 
3.2. Extending a composite knowledge base 
Given two compatible knowledge bases K and K’ that are extended to their rational 
closures b and k’, it is possible to naturally extend the union K U K’ to a rational 
relation that takes into account the extensions b and b’. We shall describe now this 
procedure. 
3.2.1. The Zr-system 
Let K and K’ be the Z-rankings of worlds associated with two conditional knowledge 
bases K and K’. We are looking for a rational extension of the base K U K’. To find 
such an extension amounts to define a suitable ranking KF = F( K, K’) of the set of 
worlds. We restrict our attention to functions F such that, for all m, F( K, K’) (m) = 
f(K(m),K’(m)),wheref is a function from N x N to M that satisfies the three following 
conditions: 
l if x < X’ and y < y’, then f(x,y) < f(x’, y’), 
l ifxcx’and y< y’, then f(x,y) < f(x’,y’), 
0 f(x,y) =Oiffx=y=O. 
The first two conditions express the fact that the resulting ranking K,c should agree 
with K and K’ whenever this is possible. The third one will attach a null rank to worlds 
that have null rank for both K and K’, and only to those worlds. Functions F satisfying 
the above conditions will be called compatibility functions. The simplest such function 
is given by F(K, K’) = K + K’, but one might also choose other functions, for example 
ones of the form nK + K’ where n is a positive integer, in the case that it appears 
desirable to give more weight to the base K than to K’. Our aim is to prove that, for 
any compatibility function F, the ranking KF defined by KF( m) = f (K( m), d(m)) 
determines a rational extension of K U K’ when those bases are compatible. 
Lemma 2. Let K and K’ be compatible bases extended through Z-rankings K and K’, 
F a compatibility function and KF the ranking defined on the set of worlds by KF = 
F(K,K’). Then,foranyformulacuEAnt(KUK’),onehasK~(a) =~(K((Y),K’(~)). 
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Proof. Let (Y E Ant(K U K’) be the antecedent of an assertion of K U K’. We recall 
that KF( cu) is the minimal rank of any world that satisfies LY. Let (Ki) and (Kj) be 
the LM-sequences of K and K’, and denote by i = ~(a> the Z-rank of a in K and by 
i’ = ~‘(a) its Z-rank in K’. 
The condition of compatibility implies that LY is not exceptional for Ki U K,$. There 
therefore exists a world m that satisfies (Y together with the material counterpart of 
Ki U K;, . 
Note that K(m) = i: Indeed, we have i < K(m) since m satisfies LY, and K(m) < i 
since m satisfies K[F. Similarly, one has K’(m) = i’. It follows that KF( m) = f( i, i') . 
Observe now that for any world IZ that satisfies a, one has i < I and i’ 6 I’ , 
whence f(i, i’) < K,T( n). This shows that m is KF-minimal among the worlds that 
satisfy LY, and therefore that KF (m) = KF (a). q 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 2 is: 
Corollary 3. Let m be a world of minimal up-rank among those satisfying a formula 
cr E Ant(KU K’). Then K(m) = ~(a) and K’(m) = ~‘(a). 
(Thus, any world that satisfies a and is KF-minimal for that property is also K- and 
K/-minimal.) 
Proof. Let a be a formula in Ant( K U K’) and m a world of minimal rank for KF 
that satisfies (Y. We have therefore KF( a) = KF(~) = f( K( m), K’(m)). By Lemma 
2, this implies that f( K( a), ~‘(a) ) = f( K( m) , K’(m) ) . Now, m satisfies cx, hence we 
have K(Q) < K(m) and ~‘(a) 6 K’(m). By the hypothesis on f, this implies that 
/c(m) = K(LY) and K’(m) = K’(a). q 
We are now ready to prove that the rational relation defined by the ranking KF is an 
extension of the base KU K’. We prove in fact a sharper result: 
Proposition 4. Let C and C’ be the rational closures of the two compatible bases 
K and K’. Denote by CF the rational relation defined by the ranking KF = F( K, K’), 
where F is a compatibility function. Then for any formula a E Ant( K U K’) the set 
C(a) UC’(a) is a subset of CF(a). 
Proof. Let (Y be a formula in Ant( K U K’), p an element of C(a) U C/((Y) and 
m a world of minimal KF-rank that satisfies LY. Then, by Corollary 3, m is both K- 
and K’-minimal among the worlds that satisfy LY, and it follows that m must satisfy 
P. 0 
As an immediate consequence of the above proposition, we get: 
Theorem 5. Let K and K’ be the Z-rankings associated with two compatible bases K 
and K’. Then for any compatibility function F: the associated ranking KF = F( K, K’) 
defines a rational inference relation Cr that is an extension of K U K’. 
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Proof. The rational closure of a knowledge base is known to be an extension of that 
base. Therefore, if cy =+ /I is an element of KU K’, one has /3 E C(a) UC’(a), whence 
the result by the above proposition. 0 
Proposition 4 compares roughly the size of CF to the sizes of C and C’: it says that, 
for formulas (Y E Ant( K U K’), there is no loss of information: what is true according 
to C or to C’ remains true according to CF. Clearly, the same property holds for any 
formula cr such that KF( (Y) = f( K( a), ~‘(a)). We shall see now that we have not 
added too much information either, and that C,V is reasonably small. 
Proposition 6. For alE formulas a, the set CF (a) is a subset of Cn [ C ( CZ) U C’( cu) 1. 
Proof. We recall [2] that the models we take when considering rational inference 
relations are standard models. This means essentially that if a world satisfies a set 
R( cu) , where R is a rational relation inducing a ranking KR, then this world has minimal 
KR-rank among the worlds that satisfy (Y. To prove the proposition, let LY be a formula 
and m be a world that satisfies C(a) U C’( CX). We have to show that m satisfies 
CF (a). Since m satisfies C(a), m has minimal K-rank among the worlds that satisfy 
cy. Similarly, m has minimal K/-rank among the worlds that satisfy (Y. One has therefore 
KF(m) = f(K(m),K’(m)) = ~(K(LT),K’(cx)). It follows easily from this that m has 
minimal KF-rank among the worlds that satisfy LY, and m therefore satisfies C,V( (Y). 0 
Note that Propositions 4 and 6 imply that 
forall formulas a~Ant(KuK’), onehas C,V(~) =Cn[C(cu),C’(a)]. 
Application: prioritizing a source 
Suppose that the information encoded by a knowledge base K is coming from a 
source S, more reliable than the source S’ that provides the knowledge base K’. It is 
then possible to differentiate the strength of K and K’ by making use of an asymmetric 
compatibility function. Such a compatibility function F may even be chosen in such a 
way that any conditional entailed by the base K through its rational closure C will be 
still entailed by the base KU K’ through its extension CF. Thus, for any formula a, 
we will have C( cu) C CF( a), and the predominance of K over K’ will be taken into 
account. To do this, one simply makes use of the compatibility function F defined by 
F( K, K’) = CK + K’, where c is the number of elements of K’. Let us show, indeed, that, 
in this case, one has C (cu) & C, (cu) for all formulas cy. If (Y is inconsistent, this is 
clear. If (Y is consistent, set i = ~(a) and let m be a world of K-rank i that satisfies (Y. 
Then KF(m) = ci+ K’(m) < c(i+ 1). Let now p be any element of C(a). We have 
to show that p E C,V( (Y) . For any world n that satisfies (Y A l/3, we have I > i + 1, 
hence 
K,r(TZ) =CK(IZ)+K’(?l) >C(i+l)+K’(f’Z). 
It follows that KF( m) < K,C( n), and this shows that K.F( a) < K,V( a A -/I), whence 
P E CF (a) as desired. 
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This possibility of giving different weights to K and K’ may be compared with 
the main feature of Zf-system [6], where each element of the given knowledge base 
is associated with a positive integer that measures its relative strength of belief. The 
difference between the two systems, though, is that the choice of an asymmetric com- 
patibility function does not require any information on the relative strength of each rule; 
rather, it reflects the reliability or the relative importance of the sources from which the 
information is taken. 
3.2.2. Dealing with several compatible knowledge bases 
The notion of compatibility that was defined for two bases can be extended without 
difficulties to any number of bases. We only sketch here the main results, and leave the 
detailed proofs to the reader. 
Definition 7. Let K1, . . . , K,, be n consistent conditional knowledge bases. For each 
i, denote by ( Ki,k) the LM-sequence of Ki. Then the bases K1, . . . , K,, will be said to 
be compatible iff for any sequence k( 1) , k( 2)) . . . , k(n) , any rule of K = Ui Ki that is 
exceptional for Ui Ki,k(i) is exceptional for at least one of the Ki,k(~. 
Given n compatible knowledge bases inducing Z-ranks ~1,. . . , K,, one can define 
a rational inference relation CF( K1 , . . . , K,,), where the rank K of a world m is given 
by KF(~) = f(Ki(m),..., K, (m) ) , F being a compatibility function on n arguments. 
Clearly, as in Corollary 3, for every antecedent LY of a rule of K = Ui Kiy there exists a 
world m that satisfies a and is of minimal rank Ki for all i. Thus, C,V( K1, . . . , K,,) is an 
extension of K. 
3.2.3. Examples 
Let us look now at the behavior of CF on some well-known examples: 
Example 8 (Adult quakers). The bases K = {r + up; q + p} and K’ = {q + a; 
a + Tq} are clearly compatible. The world m = qrpa, that takes value 1 on the 
propositions q, r, p and a, has K-rank K(m) = 1 and K/-rank K’(m) = 1. It follows that 
KF( m) = f( 1,l). One checks easily that any other world n that satisfies q A r has a 
rank KF(~) > KF( m), and we have therefore KF( q A r) = f( 1,l). Similarly, one sees 
thatKF(qArA~p)=f(l,l)=KF(qAr).ThisshowsthattheconditionalrAq~p 
is not in the extension CF. However, as noted above, this conditional belongs to the 
extensions of K U K’ given by rational closure, Lex-system, Z*-system or W-system. 
Example 9 (Pearl and Gefier [4] ). Given the base {p A s + q; r + 19; p + Tq}, 
we see that the assertion p A s A r b q lies in the rational closure as well as in the 
Lex-closure, a result that appeared criticable to the authors. Indeed, the base {p As =S q; 
r =+ lq} does not have p A s A r k q in its rational closure, and the addition of the rule 
p =S lq to that base does nothing intuitively to render such a conclusion more accept- 
able. Computing the K@ ranks associated with the compatible bases K = {p A s + q; 
p + lq}, K’ = {r + -q}, together with the function F( K, K’) = K + K’, one sees that 
tc~(pAsArA~q)=2=K~(pAsArAq),sothatq@C~(pAsAr). 
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Example 10 (Swedes) . Rational closure is known to be a very skeptical inference rela- 
tion, and therefore to be quite sensitive to exceptions: for instance, given the conditionals 
s + b and s + f (Swedes are blond, Swedes are tall), rational closure does not contain 
the conditional s A -b k t. When this sensitivity to exceptions seems undesirable, it can 
be avoided by considering the bases {s + b} and {s + t} as two compatible subbases 
of {s =+ b, s + t}. Indeed, it is then easy to see that one has 1 E C@ (s A -b). However, 
a problem might arise when the given base is not as trivial as the one of the example: 
for instance let K be the set K = {s =S b; s + t; s + d} (Swedes are blond, Swedes 
are tall and Swedes like dairy products). If one wants to treat correctly exceptions, one 
has a choice for breaking K into compatible subbases. Indeed, the compatible subbases 
K, = {s + b;s + t}, K; = {s + d} on one hand, and K2 = {s * b; s 3 d}, 
K!, = {s + t} on the other, lead to different extensions. Similarly, in the Nixon diamond 
example, one has two different decompositions into two mutually compatible subbases: 
N={r~~p;q~p}U{q~a;a~~q}={r~~p}U{q~p;q~a;a~~q}.As 
we will see in the following section, it is nevertheless possible to speak of the uniciry 
of a decomposition, but for this it is necessary to define a notion stronger than the one 
of compatibility. 
4. Independent knowledge bases 
In the preceding section, we were concerned with the problem of extending a com- 
posite set of knowledge bases explicitly provided by different sources. From now on, 
we suppose that we are given a single knowledge base K and dispose of no additional 
information concerning its sources. We shall see that it is nevertheless possible to ap- 
ply the above procedure, but we have first to introduce a notion, stronger than that of 
compatibility, which will be used to split K into elementary subbases: 
Definition 11. Two non-empty bases K and K’ are said to be independent iff they are 
disjoint and any rule a + /3 E K U K’ that is exceptional for a set A U A’, A C K and 
A’ C K’, is exceptional for at least one of the sets A or A’. 
More generally, n non-empty bases K1 , K2, . . . , K,, are independent iff they are disjoint 
and any rule a + p E lJi Ki that is exceptional for a subset Ui Ai, Ai C Ki, is exceptional 
for at least one of the Ai. 
For instance, one checks easily that the bases K and K’ of Examples 8 and 9 are 
independent. Since independent bases are clearly compatible, the extension process 
described in the preceding section applies for independent bases. In particular, a union 
of independent bases Ki may be extended through the rational relation CB in which the 
compatibility function is the sum of the ranks induced by the Ki. 
Note that the notion of independency is strictly stronger than that of compatibility: 
indeed, one checks easily that the bases K = {p + b; b =S f;p =+ -f} and K’ = 
{p A b + -f} are compatible, but they are not independent since the formula p A b is 
exceptional for {b + f} U {p A b + -of}, without being exceptional for {b + f} nor 
for {p A b + -f}. 
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4.1. Decomposing a given knowledge base 
Consider again the bases K = {s + 6; s + t; s + d} and N = {r =S lp; q + p; 
q + a; a + 14). Although there is no unique way of decomposing these bases into two 
independent subbases, one notices that there exists one and only one decomposition of 
these bases into three independent subbases, namely K = {s + b} u {s + t} u {s + d} 
and N={r+~p}U{q+p}U{q+a;a+~q}. 
As a matter of fact this property always holds, and we will prove that any knowledge 
base splits in a unique way into a maximal number of mutually independent subbases. 
This result will enable us to associate to any knowledge base its “canonical” decompo- 
sition, and then to extend it via the Za-procedure described above. 
Lemma 12. Suppose K splits in two different ways into two independent disjoint 
nontrivial subbases. Then there exists a splitting of K into at least three independent 
nontrivial subbases. 
Proof. Let K = KI U K2 = K{ U K{ be two decompositions of K in two independent 
subbases. Set XI =K1nK~,fi=K~nK~,X2=K2nK~,~=K2fIK~.Clearly,atmost 
one of the sets Xt , X2, YI or yZ might be empty. If none of these sets is empty, writing 
K = XI U X2 U S U fi provides a decomposition in four subbases. We claim that these 
bases are independent: indeed, suppose that there exists a formula a E Ant(K) that is 
exceptional for a set Ct U Dl U C2 U D2, where, for i = 1 and i = 2, Ci is a subset of 
X; and D; a subset of I$. Since Ct U DI is a subset of K1 and C2 U D2 is a subset of 
K2, the independence of KI and K2 implies that ff is exceptional for at least one of the 
subsets Cl U DI or C2 U D2. But Ct is a subset of KI and DI is a subset of Ki, which 
are supposed to be independent. It follows that if (Y is exceptional for Ct U DI, it must 
be exceptional for at least one of the sets Ct or D,. One concludes similarly if cy is 
exceptional for C2 U D2. If now one of the sets X1, X2, Yt or Y2 is empty, for instance 
XI, then K splits into the three subbases X2 U 6 U Y2 and the same considerations as 
before show that these sets are independent. 0 
Let us call a knowledge base that cannot split into several independent subbases 
atomic. The above lemma implies that any knowledge base splits, in a unique way, into 
a union of atomic subbases. 
Theorem 13 (The canonical decomposition of a knowledge base). Let K be a non- 
empty knowledge base. Then there exists one and only one splitting of K into atomic 
subbases. 
Proof. The proof of the existence of a decomposition of K into atomic subbases is 
straightforward. To prove the uniqueness, suppose that K = KI U K2 U. . .U K,, = Ki U K.$ U 
. . . U KL, are two such decompositions. Denote by D the union D = KI U K2 U. . . U K,_l 
and by D’ the union D’ = Ki U Ki U. . . U KA1_, . If, as in Lemma 12, we set X = D n D’, 
Y = D n KA,, Z = K,, n D’ and T = K,, f’ KL,, we see that K, = Z U T and KA, = Y U T 
provides a decomposition for K,, and KL,. At least one of these decompositions is not 
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trivial and consists therefore of two independent subbases. One concludes since K,, and 
Ki, were supposed to be atomic. q 
5. Conclusion 
We presented in this paper two procedures of extending a knowledge base. In spite of 
their formal similarity, the motivations and purposes of these procedures are essentially 
different. In the first part of this work, we were concerned with sets of information that 
are explicitly provided by different agents. In this situation, we supposed we were given 
several knowledge bases and our purpose was to respect the diversity of the sources. 
In the last section, though, the problem was different and we described a procedure 
that yields an extension of a single knowledge base which, for practical purposes, we 
broke into several elementary subbases, considered then as coming from differentjctive 
sources. 
The existence and uniqueness of the canonical decomposition of a given knowledge 
base K clearly provides a natural solution to the problem of the extension of K. The 
construction of this extension is not as simple as the Z-procedure, and we emphasize 
the fact that it should not be considered as competing with system Z, whose principal 
attractive feature is its tractability. Rather, it should be considered as a complementary 
one. Its aim is to take into account the “dynamics” of a conditional knowledge base by 
considering the different sources, real or fictive, that it may stem from. In this perspec- 
tive, it offers a well-grounded and coherent solution that conforms with our intuition, 
and is free from some shortcomings and counterintuitive results that are encountered in 
other systems. 
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